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Outline
need of reference for differential signal chain
open In bump bonds 
reference of Hawaii2 multiplexer
» low frequency noise suppression 
» temperature drift compensation 

dark pixels used as reference
column clamp circuit on Aladdin multiplexer 
as reference
design options for next generation 
multiplexers



Noise reduction by 
multiple nondestructive readouts

Follow-up-the-ramp sampling (FUR):
at equidistant time intervals nondestructive readouts
least squares fit: slope of integration ramp
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Readout Noise versus number 
of nondestructive readouts

Follow-up-the-ramp sampling:
number of readouts n
proportional to integration time

σ2
mult/σ2

dc=6(n-1)/(n(n+1))

frame rate 1Hz, 64 nd samples 
integration time 67 sec
rms noise 6.3 electrons

darkcurrent too small for shot 
noise

Shot noise of 
shift register glow  

Full frame, 24 µV/ADU



Hawaii2 detector 
Symmetric CMOS amplifiers for differential signal chain (32 video channels)
What should be used as reference input ?

?



Signal/Noise increased by
setup gets more complex

preferred solution
clean system : no pickup 
stable : no drifts

Cannot be fully achieved
Reference output still needed to suppress:
» noise pickup
» thermal drifts

Why reference needed ?
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Double correlated sampling 
CMOS ( IR) / CCD

Blue curve: 
power spectral density of 
Picnic 256x256 MBE
|NCDS|2=|NDET|2* |HCDS|2
|HCDS|2=[2-2cos(2πfts)]
White Curve Infrared:  
dc coupled
ts = 1 sec ( can be >1000s )
fully sensitive to
1/f noise and 50 Hz
Red curve CCD
ts = 4  µsec
no 1/f noise and 50Hz 



Requirements for reference cell

reference cell shall mimic noise pickup and
drift of pixel unit cell
video and reference signal should be
available at the same time
If this is not possible the time interval  ts between 
sampling the video signal and the reference should 
be as small as possible 

ts < 1 ms to suppress 50 Hz pickup 



open In bump bonds 
as reference

Triangles:
measured 
integration ramp
Diamonds:
dead pixels
Open In bump bonds 
are used to monitor 
drifts
Squares:
drift corrected 
integration ramp
darkcurrent 
at 28.5 K:
0.017 e/s/pixel



open In bump bonds
as reference

Use pixels with open 
In bumps as reference
Gate of unit cell 
source follower not 
connected to IR diode 

Reference



Darkcurrent Measurement
using open In bump bonds

Triangles:
measured 
integration ramp
Diamonds:
dead pixels
Open In bump bonds 
are used to monitor 
drifts
Squares:
drift corrected 
integration ramp
darkcurrent 
at 28.5 K:
0.017 e/s/pixel



Darkcurrent Measurement
using open In bump bonds

Triangles:
measured 
integration ramp
Open In bump 
bonds are used 
to monitor drifts
Squares:
drift corrected 
integration ramp
darkcurrent 
at 25 K:
0.004 e/s/pixel



Temperature drift of dead 
pixels in Aladdin array

Temperature drift: 
1700 electrons / K

required temperature 
stability of array:
6 mK



Hawaii2 reference output and 
readout topology

8 video outputs / quadrant
128 pixels in fast direction
reference pixel  is 129 th pixel
on 9 th output
36 channels / detector required

Video and Reference Signal of Hawaii 2 at end of Row
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Hawaii2 reference cell

Hawaii2 requires clamp of reference 
output:
» digital clamp with 4 additional signal 

channels 
» analog clamp with additional cryogenic 

sample and hold



No on chip reference cell 
(Hawaii1) 

Use external bias voltage
divide and filter external 
reference voltage 



reference output for 
thermal drift compensation and 
suppression of pickup 
is 129 th pixel on 9 th output
clock first to reference output
read reference output with additional 
channel
In order to to eliminate       noise increase 
by reference subtraction the average of 
16 reference samples has to be used 
read pixels of row
read reference again at end of row
linearly interpolate reference for each pixel 
and subtract reference from video signal

on chip reference cell (Hawaii2)  
read by additional channel  
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Hawaii2 reference modes

Reference not implemented for unbuffered output
Drain = 5 V and Biasgate = 5 V
and 200 KΩ external pull-up

reference gate tied to Vreset

reference output follows Vreset with 
Drain = 5 V , Biasgate = 3.4 V
does not track thermal drifts   

recommended operation with 
Drain = 0 V  , Biasgate = 3.4 V
tracks thermal drifts



Hawaii2 pickup 
without reference 

Difference image



Hawaii2 pickup 

Readout topology 
of Hawaii2
high frequency 
stripes in direction 
of fast shift 
register are 50 Hz 
pickup 



Hawaii2 pickup 
without reference 

Raw difference image

high frequency stripes 
in direction of fast shift 
register are 50 Hz 
pickup 
Noise is slightly 
quantization noise 
limited due to low gain 
to cope with dc offset of 
buffered mode



Readout noise
with Hawaii2 reference

Corrected difference 
image
50 Hz pickup 

high frequency stripes 
in direction of fast shift 
register are partially 
corrected
low frequency stripes 
slightly reduced  



Readout noise
with Hawaii2 reference

Corrected difference 
image
50 Hz pickup 
high frequency stripes 
in direction of fast shift 
register are partially 
corrected
low frequency stripes 
slightly reduced
Read reference before 
and after row and 
linearly interpolate for 
each pixel



Histogram of Readout Noise 

Uncorrected:
19.4 erms
Corrected with 
Hawaii2 reference:
16.7 erms
Corrected with
Hawaii2 reference and 
linear interpolation:
16.2 erms 
Hawaii2 reference 
output slightly reduces
low frequency pickup



Temperature drift of Hawaii2

Drift of video signal
327 e/K
Drift of reference
in buffered mode
338 e/K
reference tracks 
temperature drifts of 
video signal



Drift compensation with buffered
Hawaii2 reference output

Dark current 
14 e /hour at 60K
Triangles:
raw data
Diamonds: 
corrected ramp
Reference output 
of Hawaii2 
corrects  video 
signal drifts 



Deviation from fit to integration 
ramp 

Triangles:
raw data
deviation 9 erms
Diamonds:
ramp corrected with 
buffered reference
deviation 4.1 erms
Hawaii2 reference output 
corrects thermal drifts



Dark frame

Integration time 1.71 105 s
Mean dark current 18 e/h
pollution by cosmics



Hawaii2 pickup 
without reference 

high frequency 
stripes in direction of 
fast shift register are 
50 Hz pickup
blind one column in 
one quadrant and 
use it as reference 
pixels:
dark pixel reference  



reference pixel is dark pixel at the 
end of row 
read pixels of row
read dark pixel
In order to to eliminate       noise 
increase by dark pixel subtraction 
the average of 16 dark pixel 
samples has to be used 
subtract dark pixel 
from video pixel
effectively removes 50 Hz pickup

Hawaii2 pickup 
with dark pixel reference
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reference pixel is dark pixel at the 
end of row 
clock to end of row
read dark pixel at end of row
In order to to eliminate       noise 
increase by dark pixel subtraction 
the average of 16 dark pixel 
samples has to be used
read pixels of row
read dark pixel at end of row
linearly interpolate dark pixel for 
each video pixel and subtract dark 
pixel from video pixel
effectively removes 50 Hz pickup

with linear interpolation of
dark pixel reference
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linear interpolation of
dark pixel reference

read dark pixel before and after reading row and 
interpolate dark pixel signal for each pixel
before subtraction

sig nk =pix nk - (ref nb - (ref nb -ref na)*(k-1)/127)

No extra channels required for dark pixel
Dark pixel allows rejection of low frequency pickup
Use dark pixels 



Readout noise with
dark pixel reference

Double correlated mode
Readout time 600 ms
Without correction:
readout noise 15 erms
With dark pixel 
correction:
readout noise 9 erms



Transfer function 
of dark pixel subtraction at 50Hz

Tarnsfer function for DCS:
|NCDS|2=|NDET|2* |HCDS|2
|HCDS|2=[2-2cos(2πfts)]
f=50 Hz
ts=time interval 

between reading pixel
and reading reference pixel

for ts = n*20ms HCDS =0 
works well , but
line  frequency not stable
for ts>10 s :
integration time and line 
frequency get out of phase 



Transfer function 
of dark pixel refernce at 50Hz

Tarnsfer function for DCS:
|NCDS|2=|NDET|2* |HCDS|2
|HCDS|2=[2-2cos(2πfts)]
f=50 Hz
ts=time interval 

between reading pixel
and reading reference pixel

Hawaii2 with 32 channels
frame time = 600 ms
ts<586 µs
HCDS <0.185
Aladdin 
frame time = 100 ms
ts< 195µs
HCDS <0.061
Reduce ts by linear interpolation of 
reference signal



Capacitive coupling
of noise sources on IR diode

IR arrays operate in capacitive 
discharge mode
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Comparison
of reference cells 

good

CnC2C1

V1 V2 Vn

Creference

Noise sources Vi

Source 
follower

Source 
follower

CnC2C1

V1 V2 Vn

Noise sources Vi

Vreset

not 
as 
good

Cparasitic

capacity Bias voltage



Reference cell

open In bump bonds can be used as 
reference
dark pixels can be used as reference 
do not connect gate of reference source 
follower to bias voltage or ground
connect gate of reference source 
follower to capacity
Creference same value as Cdiode



Analog clamp with 
on chip reference cell (Hawaii2) 

clock first to reference 
pixel
clamp reference pixel with 
cryogenic sample and hold
read pixels of row with 
clamped voltage at 
reference input of 
cryo op-amp
implemented on fan-out 
board, but still to be tested



on chip reference cell with 
capacity(Hawaii-2RG) 

On Hawaii-2RG reference 
implemented at the end of 
rows
reference pixels with 
source follower gate 
connected to capacity
equivalent to dark pixel 



Dual Unit Cell 
If design rules become 
available to duplicate each 
unit cell:
» connect first source 

follower gate to IR 
diode

» connect second source 
follower gate to 
capacity

feed video signal and 
reference signal to 
symmetric amplifier
optimum way to generate 
differential signal chain



Reference Cell on Aladdin 

Clamp circuit, normally used 
to clamp the column output 
during row transitions 
Clamp FET identical to unit 
cell source follower
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Reference Cell on Aladdin 

Clamp circuit, normally used 
to clamp the column output 
during row transitions 
Clamp FET identical to unit 
cell source follower
operate Clamp FET as a 
source follower emulating a 
reference pixel
to be tested with CRIRES 
focal plane
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Simulation of Aladdin 
reference

Signal follows lower envelope of 
the two gate voltages VDETCOM 
and VPIXEL 



First test of Aladdin reference 
with bare mux

Without reference With reference
It works ! No gain loss!



Conclusions
Reference cell needed
» eliminate drift
» suppress low frequency noise pickup

Hawaii2 reference
» not available for unbuffered output
» slightly reduces low frequency pickup
» eliminates thermal drift

Dark pixel reference
» reduces noise from 15erms to 9 erms
» Hawaii-2RG will have capacities as dark pixels : preferred method

Aladdin reference
» Reference with column clamp circuit operational

Dual unit cell and ADC at focal plane (ASIC)
» ultimate solution


